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About This Game

Hello gamer this game is for you

JAG is a game that can be played with limited weapons, where everyone is in the
center of the platform.The overall aim of our game is to daily battles between active
players and the player who scored the highest score per week.The game player does

not have a number score ending at his own volition during playing.However, the
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game will continue to evolve over time. It is an online game and each room is for 20
people.The logic of the game is to destroy the enemies with simple and limited

movements.Therefore movements like bounce are not available.The game is created
as a simple fun. It's hard to play and aim.

 KIZILARSLAN

 Levity Game

-More weapons;

-More game modes;

-More items and various other content that will bring more fun into the game.

the army is testing the A.I it creates for the upcoming new world war.A top is setup
on another planet to fight robots.Robots with the highest score are sent to the world

to fight.

Everyone is your enemy.
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Title: JUST a Game
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
KIZILARSLAN, GOKSU
Publisher:
Levity Game
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 , 8 , 8.1 , 10 / 32-bit

Processor: 1.8 GHz Dual-Core 32-bit CP

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1gb Video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 650 MB available space

English
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A great time waster! I love this game so much. I rarely finish any games 2 times but this is one of those games!. Interstellar
Invaders is a shoot em up mixed with a brick breaker, with the twist that you can steer the ball. While a simple premice, the
game executes it very well. It's easy to jump into but difficult to master, and the variety of power ups, random levels, and
different enemy types and attacks keep it interesting.

This is strong arcade-style game for people looking for something interesting in a genre which is now relatively dormant..
Sometimes frustrating but overall a really cool game with interesting puzzles and a dark story!. This game is awesome!. There is
no way this game is worth $30, so little game here it's more like a tech demo and they are not getting anything of note
accomplished since release. Wait for a deep sale or pass on this bare bones overpriced game.. King of Everything brings up a
good point about the need for the main character to have quotation marks to indicate when they are speaking, and when they are
thinking. It would make things easier to understand at a glance.

Over all, this was a very fun CYOA. I would definitely recommend it, especially at this price.

I'm just really hoping there will be a sequel. The ending was ultimately disappointing, because while there is enough information
to draw some fairly sound conclusions, there is no concrete explanations to some things, and over all, I was left wanting for
answers, and for more in general.

Besides that, it's a giant cliffhanger.. This is a great game and the developer is very responsive, I cant wait for night operations
and would love to see a range ring and undockable radars that can be moved to another screen. I also hope that the developer can
implement the ability to click on an aircraft in the air radar windows and have its label pop up. This would be ideal for IMC
conditions. Great game especailly love SFO its a real challenge, well done to the developer. Really a fun take on a classic genre.
While I have a soft spot for "snake" games in that I learned some programming tricks writing my own version, there's not too
many commercial snake games that seem to work. This game has that problem licked, with a strategy very much in its arcade
mold, and by stretching the elements of the snake game mold it avoids some of the cliche issues one runs into playing games of
that ilk. Not just another great game by Mickey Albert, but a game worth trying on its own merits as an innovative, thoughful
puzzler, played as an arcade game.. absolute garbage hot damn
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Route Pros:
Nice length, not too long, and not too short...
Performs fairly well
Looks nice even on lowest graphics
comes with 6 career scenarios, and plenty of Workshop Scenarios.

Locomotive Pros:
Class 143 is seemingly well modeled
Good sounds
Nice two-tone horn
nice to drive, not very complicated
when the doors close, you get a nice guard to driver and driver to guard buzzer, with "C" button.

Overall, this is a great route! You would be a fool not to get this route, especially for 25 bucks! What are you waiting around
waiting for, go buy it!!!!!. I recommend downloading the unoffical .3 patch. Fixes a couple game breaking bugs. The game is
great up until you beat the first 'boss'. The research from there on out to progress the game takes stupidly long, with absolutely
no way of speeding up. It's like they made a game intending on the first 'boss' being the only one... then just threw some other
stuff in and forced the research to drag out. After researching all non-story items... I just put it on max fast foward and let them
have whatever they want... doesn't effect the story. Oh... and stock up on ammo on the first boss... you can't get any during the
VERY long series of fights.. I nutted like five times bruh.. Previous game was much better, wait for sale. Runs smooth, has an
amazing developer, and an amazing soundtrack. 8\/10.
\u8fd9....\u8c01\u80fd\u544a\u8bc9\u6211\u600e\u4e48\u7528\u554a\uff1f. servers shutdown making the game unplayable
even for single player. Lego's in space... With guns... what more could you ask for? Your childhood dreams become a reality
with this game.

The gameplay is very well made and will only improve. The camera mechanic's are great for dogfighting\/brodsiding other ships
and enemies.
This game keeps you entertained by trying to constantly make your ship better, faster, and stronger.

You go from a small trade\/fighter vessel to a dreadnought and you can feel the power flowing through it And that's not the end
if it.

You can be a trader,merc,transport you decide. Go from being a small freighter to the deathstar... the choice is yours.

Just don't die.

Also, the dev's are extremely active with this games small community helping people out and just being awesome. They take
idea's and make them into a reality. Fixing bugs as fast as they can. Even adding your creations to the game as AI. And yes... lots
of memes...

10\/10 IGN
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